HO 53’ Stoughton Container  
Announced 11.22.19  
Orders Due: 12.27.19  
ETA: November 2020

ATH72770  HO RTR 53’ Stoughton Container, EMHU EMP/White (3)  
ATH72771  HO RTR 53’ Stoughton Container, NCDU NACS/Crime (3)  

ATH72772  HO RTR 53’ Stoughton Container, APCU APL (3)  
ATH72773  HO RTR 53’ Stoughton Container, UPHU HUB/White (3)  

ATH72774  HO RTR 53’ Stoughton Container, DRBU DRT (3)  
ATH72775  HO RTR 53’ Stoughton Container, FXEU Ferromex (3)  

ATH72776  HO RTR 53’ Stoughton Container, STXU STAX (3)  
ATH72777  HO RTR 53’ Stoughton Container, BNUU USA Truck (3)  

$41.98  3-Pack SRP
HO 53’ Stoughton Container

Announced 11.22.19
Orders Due: 12.27.19
ETA: November 2020

**Burlington Northern Santa Fe**

ATH72778  HO RTR 53’ Stoughton Container, HUBU HUB/BNSF (3)

**JB Hunt**

ATH72779  HO RTR 53’ Stoughton Container, JBBU JB Hunt (3)

**Schneider**

ATH72780  HO RTR 53’ Stoughton Container, SNLU Schneider (3)

**DART**

ATH72781  HO RTR 53’ Stoughton Container, DRTU DART (3)

**QuikTrax**

ATH72782  HO RTR 53’ Stoughton Container, QTXU QuikTrax (3)

**All Carriers**

MODEL FEATURES:
- Popular paint schemes with razor sharp printing
- Three different road numbers per pack
- Some SKUs feature multiple logos and/or decoration variations

PROTOTYPE AND BACKGROUND INFO:
An intermodal container is a large standardized shipping container, designed and built for intermodal freight transport, meaning these containers can be used across different modes of transport – from ship to rail to truck – without unloading and reloading their cargo.

$41.98  3-Pack SRP